
Dear teachers, 

We represent the European Science Education Academy, a joint effort by several 

european institutions to bring innovation to schools. Our vision is to empower 

teachers to offer more inovative ways to promote learning, in particular in the field of 

science and ICT. 

We are contacting you to bring to your attention a series of possibilities to bring the 

best opportunities to your teachers via a series of courses promoted in partnership 

with leading institutions in diverse fields like: Physics, Astronomy, Natural Sciences, 

etc. 

We are offering a series of training courses where the teachers will have the 

opportunity to learn how to use innovative tools and resources such as story telling 

platforms, online labs, inquiry based authoring tools, planetarium software. 

Our courses offer opportunities to help teachers improve educators competence 

profiles by involving the participants in hands-on experience on learning how to 

integrate virtual and augmented reality, using game environments, 3D printing, etc., 

while providing deep learning opportunity to the students. 

Schools can benefit by improving the competence profile of their teachers while 

reaching excelency in the use of digital tools and resources. 

We invite you to take a look at the courses we are offering here: ESEA 

We consider the participants of our training academies to be partners in a mission to 

make a difference in the way we engage students in learning and how we help the new 

generation to build their science literacy while developing a better sense of global 

citizenship.  Our mission is to make a difference through our continuous support to 

educators in their professional development towards effective science teaching and 

learning. 

Applicants to our training courses are entlitled to receive support to apply to funding 

opportunities such as Erasmus + applications for mobility actions (deadline Februay 

2nd). 

We hope that this message will reach your attention and furthermore to have you with 

us in one of our events or as partners in our projets. 

All the best 

The ESEA team 

http://portaldoastronomo.org/ 
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